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This paper investigates the functional relationship between articulatory variability and stability of
acoustic cues during American English /./ production. The analysis of articulatory movement data
on seven subjects shows that the extent of intrasubject articulatory variability along any given
articulatory direction is strongly and inversely related to a measure of acoustic stability~the extent
of acoustic variation that displacing the articulators in this direction would produce!. The presence
and direction of this relationship is consistent with a speech motor control mechanism that uses a
third formant frequency (F3) target; i.e., the final articulatory variability is lower for those
articulatory directions most relevant to determining theF3 value. In contrast, no consistent
relationship across speakers and phonetic contexts was found between hypothesized vocal-tract
target variables and articulatory variability. Furthermore, simulations of two speakers’ productions
using the DIVA model of speech production, in conjunction with a novel speaker-specific vocal-tract
model derived from magnetic resonance imaging data, mimic the observed range of articulatory
gestures for each subject, while exhibiting the same articulatory/acoustic relations as those observed
experimentally. Overall these results provide evidence for a common control scheme that utilizes an
acoustic, rather than articulatory, target specification for American English /./. © 2005 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1893271#
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I. INTRODUCTION

When producing a given phoneme, speakers use a s
articulators~e.g., tongue, jaw, lips! to affect the vocal-tract
shape and, ultimately, the characteristics of the resul
acoustic signal. The vocal-tract configuration for the prod
tion of a given phoneme is not uniquely defined by phone
identity. Different speakers will use different articulato
configurations when producing the same phoneme, and o
the same speaker will use a range of different articulat
configurations when producing the same phoneme in dif
ent contexts. In particular, the American English phoneme./
has been associated with a large amount of articulatory v
ability ~Delattre and Freeman, 1968; Westburyet al., 1998;
Guentheret al., 1999!. While large, the degree of articulator
variability present in natural speech does not seem to hin
phoneme recognition by listeners, and it is often concept
ized as an expression of control mechanisms that make
cient use of a redundant articulatory system. Such effic
use of redundancy in biological motor systems is often
ferred to asmotor equivalence.

Current speech movement control theories dealing w
the motor equivalence problem can be roughly classified

a!Electronic mail: alfnie@bu.edu
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pending on the type of phonemic targets hypothesized~see
MacNeilage, 1970, for motivations of a target-based
proach to speech motor control theories!. The task-dynamic
model of Saltzman and Munhall~1989! exemplifies a type of
computational model in which phonemic targets are char
terized in terms oftract variablesrepresenting specific as
pects of the vocal-tract shape that can be independently
trolled by the speech control mechanism~e.g., lip aperture,
tongue dorsum constriction location, etc.! In this model, ar-
ticulatory variability can arise as a consequence of ‘‘blen
ing’’ effects from the context phonemes. For example, wh
producing a /"/ in a VCV context, a full bilabial closure
represents the targeted tract variable. Other aspects o
vocal-tract not affecting the targeted tract variable, such
tongue shape, will vary depending on the shape adopte
the production of the leading vowel, while also being subj
to anticipatory movements towards the following vowel co
figuration. In this way, articulatory variability in differen
phonetic contexts would reflect the interplay between c
straints imposed by current and contextual phonemic targ

The DIVA model~e.g., Guentheret al., 1998; 2003! ex-
emplifies a second type of computational model of spe
motor control in which the phonemic targets are charac
ized in terms ofacoustic/auditory variables1 ~for example,
17(5)/3196/17/$22.50 © 2005 Acoustical Society of America
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formant frequency descriptors!. In this model, the contro
mechanism moves the articulators in the direction that wo
bring the formants of the resulting auditory signal closes
the targeted formants, without reference to an explicit voc
tract shape target. Articulatory variability then arises na
rally as a consequence of the many-to-one mapping betw
the articulatory configurations and the audible acoustic ch
acteristics of the produced sound. In other words, for th
models articulatory variability reflects the variety of artic
latory configurations that would produce the desired acou
properties.

Often ~e.g., Saltzman and Munhall, 1989; Guenth
et al., 1998! the distinction is emphasized between the
ticulatory configurations~the state of articulatory variables
such as jaw aperture! and the resulting vocal-tract shap
~the state of tract variables, such as tongue dorsum cons
tion degree!. This highlights the redundancy of the spee
articulatory system. For example, a particular tongue dors
constriction degree can be achieved with a relatively low j
height and a relatively high tongue-body height~relative to
the jaw!, or a higher jaw height and lower tongue-bod
height can be used to achieve the same constriction deg
More generally, both articulatory and tract variables rep
sent different coordinate frames that can be used to repre
the state of the vocal-tract apparatus~see MacNeilage, 1970
for an introduction to the concept of coordinate systems
speech production!. Tract variables represent a more abstr
coordinate frame than articulatory variables, since there
one-to-many relation between tract variables and articula
variables defined by the geometrical relations among th
In the same way, acoustic or auditory variables~Guenther
et al., 1998! can be simply thought of as yet another coor
nate frame for the representation of the articulatory st
They also represent a more abstract coordinate frame
articulatory variables, in that there is a one-to-many relat
between auditory and articulatory variables. The analysis
variability in articulatory configurations in the production
a given phoneme, similar to the analysis of errors in a po
ing task ~Carozzoet al., 1999; McIntyreet al., 2000!, is a
useful approach for uncovering an appropriate coordin
frame for the representation of targets in speech product
We thus believe that the analysis of articulatory variabil
should serve to direct the definition of motor control mod
of speech production. Based on this view, the goal of
current paper is twofold:~1! to characterize, in a paradig
matic example of articulatory variability~American English
/./!, the extent of articulatory variability in relation to hy
pothesized target representations~relevant tract and acousti
variables!; and ~2! to test whether a model of speech mot
control based on an acoustic target definition, together wi
speaker-specific vocal-tract model, can explain the speci
ties of the observed articulatory variability in individu
speakers. To these ends, we first present new, model-b
analyses of electromagnetic midsagittal articulome
~EMMA ! data on seven subjects from a previous stu
~Guentheret al., 1999!. These analyses characterize the e
perimentally observed articulatory variability in relation
hypothesized target variables. We then provide simula
results of an auditory target model controlling the mov
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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ments of speaker-specific vocal-tract models based on m
netic resonance imaging~MRI! scans of the vocal tracts o
two of the seven experimental subjects. The model mo
ments are then compared to those of the modeled spea
Note that the present study addresses only the productio
American English /./. Several aspects of this paper’s met
odology ~to be described later! are specific to the class o
vowel and semivowel productions. The extent to which t
presented results generalize to the production of other p
neme classes~in particular, consonants! can only be ad-
dressed by further studies.

A. Variability analysis rationale

Previous analyses~Guentheret al. 1999! showed that
articulatory trade-offs during /./ production act to reduceF3
variability. In this paper we attempt to assess this kind
finding in the context of different speech motor control the
ries by testing the ability of theoretically motivated phon
mic target variables to predict the observed variability
articulatory configurations. Our rationale is exemplified
Fig. 1. Let us only consider the movement of the tongue
in this example. Imagine, during the production of a hyp
thetical phoneme, the phonemic target consists of acc
plishing a given tongue-tip constriction degree~distance be-
tween the tongue tip and the hard palate!. The expected array
of final configurations of the tongue tip for the production
this phoneme would be expected to take the approxim
form shown in Fig. 1 left. The axes labeled A and B repres
the directions of articulatory movement resulting from
principal component analysis~PCA! of the final articulatory
covariance2 of a number of productions of the phoneme, a
the gray arrow characterizes the direction of articulato
movement affecting the degree of the tongue-tip constrict
the most. The right side of Fig. 1 plots for each articulato
direction ~A and B! their effect on the hypothesized targ
variable ~effect on constriction degree! on the x axis, and
their extent ofarticulatory variability on they axis. This plot

FIG. 1. Schematic example of articulatory variability analysis for a sin
articulatory measure of interest~tongue tip position!. Left: Hypothetical
configuration of tongue-tip positions in the production of a phoneme t
could be characterized by a tongue tip constriction degree phonemic ta
A and B represent the directions of the tongue tip movement resulting f
a principal component analysis~PCA! of the tongue-tip articulatory covari-
ance of multiple repetitions. The gray arrow represents the direction of
tongue-tip movement affecting the constriction degree the most. Right:
relating the extent of articulatory variability along each of the articulato
directions~A and B! versus the effect that each of these directions has on
hypothetical target variable~constriction degree!. The actual analyses per
formed in this section attempt to provide evidence for several theoretic
motivated phonemic target definitions by extending this simple schem
the case of multiple articulatory measures of interest~indicated by six trans-
ducer positions located on the tongue, lips, and jaw of the speakers; se
text for details!.
3197Nieto-Castanon et al.: A modeling investigation of articulatory
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schematizes the observation that those articulatory dim
sions affecting the target variable the most~B, in this case!
would be expected to show a lesser extent of articulat
variability than those dimensions affecting the target varia
the least~A!. The EMMA analyses in this paper~Sec. II A!
extend the simple scheme in this example~with only one
transducer reflecting the tongue-tip position! to the case of
multiple transducers~six transducers, reflecting tongue, ja
and lips configurations!. The simultaneous analysis of mu
tiple transducers on different articulators allows the articu
tory dimensions~12 for each subject! that result from a PCA
to characterize complex movements of one or several art
lators, such as those described in the literature as tra
relations between and within articulators~for example a si-
multaneous raising of the tongue back and decrease o
rounding, as in Perkellet al., 1995; or a simultaneous raisin
of the tongue tip and lowering of the tongue back as
Guentheret al., 1999!. As in the example shown here,
functional relationship between the extent of articulato
variability along each of the resulting articulatory dime
sions and their associated effect on a hypothesized ta
variable is taken as indicative of the use of a specific tar
scheme in the articulatory movement data being analyze

In the current article we report the results of analyses
this type performed on the data from each speaker. Su
quent pooling of these results across different speakers
lows us to determine whether commonalities exist in the
get specification for /./ across speakers. While w
acknowledge that the control strategy for the production
/./ could be different for different speakers, and the literat
has historically emphasized these differences across spe
and phonetic contexts in the articulatory specification of./
~e.g., Delattre and Freeman, 1968!, our results indicate tha
commonalities can in fact be found when using an appro
ate frame of reference. In particular, we demonstrate
when the articulatory frame of reference is aligned to cor
spond with important acoustic features, commonalities in
target specification for /./ are apparent again. These com
monalities indicate that a simple control scheme, comm
across speakers, that utilizes an acoustic production targe
/./ can provide a straightforward and parsimonious expla
tion for the articulatory variability within and betwee
speakers, whereas control schemes utilizing a common
striction target for /./ cannot account for the results. To th
end the analyses will test both acoustic and tract variable
hypothetical target variables using the methodology outlin
above. Note that from these analyses we investigate the
sibility of acoustic or tract variablesforming partof the glo-
bal target specification for /./, not whether they fully define
it. More complex analyses would be needed to test the p
sibility of multiple target variables fully defining the targe
specification for /./.

B. Modeling and simulations rationale

The analysis of articulatory variability outlined abov
attempts to identify the nature of the phonemic target for./.
The results will reveal that there is a great deal more e
dence indicative of acoustically defined phonemic targets~in
particular one based onF3), rather than targets based o
3198 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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vocal-tract variables. Nevertheless, the previous analyse
not explicitly test whether using a common control strate
based on acoustically defined targets is sufficient to exp
the variety of articulatory configurations different speake
use in producing /./. In order to address this issue, in th
current article we explicitly simulate the outcome of a co
trol strategy for /./ production based on acoustic targe
These simulations are performed using specific models
two of our subjects’ vocal tracts, so that the results can
directly compared to these subjects’ observed articulat
configurations during the production of /./.

In order to simulate the effect of a common control str
egy based on acoustic targets for different speakers, we m
first understand for each speaker the relationship betw
their articulators and the resulting acoustics. There are s
eral reasons why we cannot use the previously obtai
EMMA data and acoustic recordings for each subject in
der to characterize this relationship. First, independent d
pools for modeling and testing are always preferable, as
offers a generally more valid approach to hypothesis test
Second and equally important, EMMA data have limited p
tential to characterize the articulatory–acoustic relations
given the relative scarcity of relevant articulatory inform
tion, which is limited by the number of available transduce
Articulatory–acoustic mappings obtained from EMMA da
are not only less accurate but also lead to limited interp
ability, as the researcher is left to speculate the vocal-t
profile from a limited sampling of interpolating points. MR
data, in contrast, provide a more satisfying characteriza
of vocal-tract morphology. We thus used simultaneous
cording of MRI and acoustic data for two subjects to ch
acterize the relationship between each subject’s articula
configurations and the resulting acoustics~see Sec. II B!.
Then, we simulated the effect of the hypothesized con
strategy on each subject’s vocal-tract model during the p
duction of /./ using different leading phonetic contexts, an
the modeled results were compared to each subjects’ pro
tions~Sec. II C!. While this methodology has the added com
plexity of combining MRI and EMMA data, it is a more
valid and informative approach than one based on EMM
data alone. Furthermore, we believe the analyses in th
sections not only add an important modeling examination
/./ production but also contribute to efforts in speech prod
tion modeling that addresses speaker-specific beha
rather than the behavior of an average or idealized spea

II. METHODS

A. EMMA data collection and analysis

An EMMA system ~Perkell et al., 1992! was used to
track the movement of six transducer coils indicating t
tongue shape~tongue back, tongue dorsum, and tongue ti!,
jaw aperture~transducer located on the lower teeth!, and lips
~upper and lower lip! in the midsagittal plane during th
production of /./ in five different phonetic contexts
~‘‘warav,’’ ‘‘wabrav,’’ ‘‘wavrav,’’ ‘‘wagrav,’’ ‘‘wadrav’’ ! for
seven American English speakers. Each subject repe
each production between two and five times. A directio
microphone was used to record the subjects’ speech sim
Nieto-Castanon et al.: A modeling investigation of articulatory
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FIG. 2. Main elements in the analysis of EMMA data for each subject.~A!. EMMA transducers: Example of the location of the six transducers du
production of /./ in /4~.~3/. Dotted lines represent the trajectories of each transducer. Black dots indicate the center of the /./ defined from the inflexion point
of the tongue-dorsum~see the text for details on alternative definitions of /./ centers!. The line uniting the three tongue transducers was created usi
Catmull–Rom spline.~B!. Tract variables: Eight variables representing constriction degree and location are derived from the transducer positions to
four relevant vocal-tract constrictions. Tongue-tip and tongue-dorsum constrictions represent the relative positions of these transducers to the palate outline.
A tongue-body constriction was also defined using the relative position of the point on the tongue-body line closest to the palate. The lip con
represents the relative positions of the two lip transducers~lip aperture and protrusion!. ~C!. Acoustic variable: Trajectory of the third formant (F3) around
the /./ center.~D!. Articulatory variability: Example of articulatory variability in /./ production. Ellipsoids represent 95% confidence intervals of e
transducer position during the /./ for a series of /./ productions in different phonetic contexts. The analyses in this section test the ability of the ac
variableF3 and the eight tract variables defined above to characterize the observed articulatory variability.
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neously with the EMMA signals. The details of the metho
ology are described in Guentheret al. ~1999!. The primary
acoustic cue for /./ is a deep dip in the trajectory of the thir
formant frequency, orF3 ~Boyce and Espy-Wilson, 1997
Delattre and Freeman, 1968!. The acoustic signal was there
fore processed to extract theF3 trajectory. An initial defini-
tion of the acoustic center of the /./ was constructed in term
of the time point of theF3 minimum. Figure 2 shows the
main elements in the analysis of the EMMA data. The p
labeled~A! illustrates the trajectory of the six transducers
a window of 100 ms around the /./ center during a ‘‘warav’’
production, and the plot labeled~C! shows the correspondin
F3 trajectory.

In addition to the acoustic variableF3 @Fig. 2~C!#, we
defined eight vocal-tract variables reflecting the degree
location of four relevant tongue and lip constrictions@Fig.
2~B!#. Tongue tip and tongue dorsum constriction degr
were defined as the distance between the hard palate ou
and the tongue tip and tongue dorsum transducer positi
respectively.Tongue tip and tongue dorsum constriction l
cation were defined as the positions along the hard pa
outline of the point closest to each of these transducers.Lip
constriction degree and locationwere defined as lip apertur
~distance between upper and lower lip transducers! and lip
protrusion ~average horizontal position of the upper a
lower lip transducers!, respectively. To accommodate th
possibility that the tongue transducers were not optima
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
-
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located at places of relevant constrictions, we defined an
ditional tongue constriction by connecting the three tong
transducer locations using a Catmull–Rom spline@shown in
Fig. 2~A! as a solid line#, and estimating the degree an
location of the constriction formed by the point along t
resulting tongue outline closest to the hard palate. We call
resulting measures associated with this additional cons
tion the tongue-body constriction degree and location. No
tongue back constriction was defined due to the lack of
formation regarding the pharyngeal wall position for ea
subject. Based on these constrictions we constructed co
sponding articulatory-based definitions for the /./ centers.
These were manually identified as the inflexion point in t
trajectories of the four previously defined constrictions~three
tongue constrictions and one lip constriction! within a win-
dow of 100 ms around the acoustically defined /./ center. The
/./ centers are indicated in Fig. 2 by dots@in plots ~A! and
~D! dots indicate the tongue–dorsum /./ center; in plots~B!
and ~C! dots indicate the corresponding constriction-
acoustically defined /./ center#. The articulatory defined /./
centers occurred on average 7 ms~95% CI @6, 9# millisec-
onds; t5915211.4; p,0.001) before the acoustically de
fined /./ centers. Among the articulatory defined centers
main difference was for that defined from the lip constr
tion. While the lip constriction extreme occurred on avera
19 ms~95% CI @16, 22# ms, t1475213.7; p,0.001) before
the acoustically defined /./ center, the different tongue con
3199Nieto-Castanon et al.: A modeling investigation of articulatory
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strictions were only 4 ms~95% CI @2, 5# ms; t443525.6;
p,0.001) before theF3 minimum ~and approximately a
synchrony among them; ANOVA analysis, 7% intergro
variance,F252.64; p50.07).

The articulatory data were analyzed in terms of the
ticulatory variability of the transducer positions@Fig. 2~D!#
at the /./ centers, using as hypothesized target variables
acoustic and tract variables defined above@Figs. 2~B! and
~C!#. The details of this analysis follow. Variables associa
with transducer positions were normalized independe
and separately for each subject in order to appropria
compare across subjects, and also to reduce possibly
founding effects from the different ranges of operation
each of these variables~e.g., the lower teeth transduce
showing a smaller range of movement than the tongue tr
ducers!. We computed for each subject the articulatory co
riance matrixV0 at the /./ center. For the analyses involvin
an acoustic target variable we used the acoustically defi
/./ centers, and for the analyses involving a tract target v
able we used the corresponding articulatory defined /./ cen-
ters.

For each subject a principal component analysis of
articulatory covariance led to the definition of a set of
vectors or principal articulatory directionsqj ( j 51,...,12)
defining a base in the articulatory space. Each of these
vectorsqj represents a direction of change of the EMM
positions characterizing the observed articulatory variabi
For each articulatory directionj the percentage of articula-
tory variability associated with this direction was comput
as

s j[
qj

t
•V0•qj

(kqk
t
•V0•qk

.

Nine target variables were then hypothesized, eight c
responding to tract variables~constriction degree and loca
tion for each of the previously defined vocal-tract constr
tions! and one corresponding to the acoustic variableF3. For
each combination of an articulatory directionj and a target
variable i , the effect of the articulatory dimension on th
target variable was estimated as

l i j [
uqj

t
•X1

•yi u
(kuqk

t
•X1

•yi u
.

Here,yi is a vector representing the time courses of the ta
variablei for a window of 10 ms around the /./ center for all
contexts and repetitions, and the matrixX1 represents the
pseudoinverse of a matrixX containing the correspondin
time courses of the transducer positions. The numbersl i j

represent the absolute value of the expected change in thi th
target variable associated with moving the articulators al
the j th articulatory direction~normalized across all articula
tory directions!. They can be interpreted as apercentage load
of the target variable on each of the articulatory dimensio

We performed two set of analyses on these data,
categorical and one continuous. In the categorical anal
the articulatory dimensions were divided, for each tar
variable independently, into two setsQ i

small andQ i
large, cor-

responding to thesmall- and large effect on target variable
3200 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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dimensions, and each defined as the six dimensions as
ated with the six lowest or the six largestl i j values, respec-
tively. We then computed the percentage of articulatory va
ability associated with small effects on each target varia
by combining the variability over of the associated articu
tory dimensions:s i

small[( j PQ
i
smalls j . This leads to a value

s i
small for each subject and for each target variable. Under

null hypothesis~no association between articulatory variab
ity and effect on target variable!, the expected percentage o
articulatory variability associated with each of these s
would be 50%. We estimated the associated probability le
of the observed data using Monte Carlo simulations on r
domly defined setsQ i

small. For collapsing the results acros
subjects we computed the average ofs i

small for each target
variable, and the associated null hypothesis distribution w
formed from an equal-weighted mixture of each of the co
forming Monte Carlo distributions.

In the continuous analysis we constructed plots relati
for each hypothesized target variablei , the observed articu-
latory variability along each articulatory direction (s j ) ver-
sus its effect on the target variable (l i j ). The resulting plots
were fit using a linear regression on the log variables.R2 and
p values, as well as confidence intervals for the linear
parameters, are reported in Sec. III.

B. Construction of speaker-specific vocal-tract
models

A speaker-specific vocal-tract modelis a characteriza-
tion of the range of configurations a speaker’s vocal-tr
could adopt, together with the acoustic output any confi
ration would produce under glottal excitation. To estima
the former, a set of 2D MRI midsagittal profiles was acquir
for two subjects~the first two subjects in the EMMA experi
ment! while producing a set of phonemes. To estimate
latter ~the associated acoustic outputs!, acoustic data were
collected at the start of each scan. The following paragra
describe the data acquisition and the procedure used to i
polate and generalize from the limited available articulato
and acoustic data to other nonobserved configurations.
results provide a simple characterization of the full range
articulatory configurations and acoustic outputs a spea
can produce.

1. Data acquisition

Scans were performed with a 1.5-tesla Siemens sca
using a 14-s TR acquisition, 4-mm midsagittal slice w
2563256 matrix size. Subjects were asked to produce
simple utterance~either a steady-state vowel or a /VC/ s
quence! and hold the last phoneme during the 14 s of t
image acquisition procedure. Their productions were
corded using a microphone placed in the scanner near
subject’s mouth. The MR acquisition started when the s
ject was holding the last phoneme to allow clear audio
cording of their productions prior to the onset of scann
noise. Data for 27 and 15 phoneme productions were
quired for subject 1 and 2, respectively. Productions includ
several American English vowels~« { , L É4 I |{ Ç4!,
semivowels~.!, fricatives ~* 2 )!, nasals~&,'!, and stop
~! # % " $ ,! consonant sounds. All utterances were used
Nieto-Castanon et al.: A modeling investigation of articulatory
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construct the articulatory models. However, since forma
could only be reliably extracted for the vowel and semivow
utterances, only these utterances were used to formulate
mapping between articulator configurations and acoustic

2. Analysis of vocal-tract configurations

Previous approaches to the creation of a parametric
scription of articulatory movements~e.g. Perrieret al., 1992;
Storyet al., 1996, 1998! create a grid in the midsagittal plan
and obtain the vocal-tract area function from the intersec
of this grid with the vocal-tract outline. An articulator
model based directly on a vocal-tract area function repres
tation is, nevertheless, unlikely to produce optimally realis
articulatory movements, given the discontinuity betwe
natural vocal-tract articulator movements and the co
sponding area function representation using the grid meth
For example, forward movement of the tongue body crea
discontinuities in the associated area function changes
time the tongue tip crosses a grid line. These discontinui
are particularly marked when a cavity is formed below t
tongue tip, as occurs in some /./ productions. In this pape
we chose to create a parametric definition of the articula
space from a principal component decomposition of the o
lines of different vocal-tract segments~tongue, jaw, and lips!.
In this way the resulting characterization is expected to
both articulatorily meaningful and continuous with respect
movement of the articulators. MR images were inspec
visually for movement artifacts, and trials with a larg
amount of movement were removed from further analys
In each resulting raw MR image, the region associated w
air ~vocal cavity and the head exterior! was identified. Pixel
intensities were automatically clustered into eight cluste
The idea was to identify the lowest intensity cluster with t
regions of air in the midsagittal image. The user then
lected a starting point from this air region and a flood-
algorithm was used to define the air area. Images were m
ally edited to correct for the cases when the air area c
prised multiple disconnected regions~e.g., when the lips
were closed!. The outline of the resulting air region was the
extracted for each image. These vocal-tract outlines w
aligned spatially using the hard palate outline to correct
subject movement in the scanner. They were then divi
into different segments of interest~tongue body, jaw, lips,
hard palate, velum, laryngeal region!. Each segment was in
terpolated by a fixed number of equally spaced 2D po
along the identified segment outline. To obtain a simple
scriptor of each segment’s shape we concatenated both tx-
and y coordinates of all the points along a given segm
outline. For the present study we concentrated on the e
of tongue, lower lip, and jaw. PCA was applied to each
these shape descriptors to obtain a set of five articula
components: three for the tongue body, and one each fo
jaw and lower lip. The variability in articulatory configura
tions explained by movements of the jaw was removed p
to the estimation of the tongue and lip principal compone
in order to remove redundancies in their definition~cf.
Maeda, 1990!. The resulting set of principal articulator
components was used as a characterization of the rang
articulatory configurations the subject could produce. In t
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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way, any articulatory configuration the subject’s vocal-tra
model could produce was represented by a five-element
tor, describing the contribution of each of the five articu
tory components to the vocal-tract shape.

3. Analysis of acoustic signals and the articulatory to
acoustic mapping

Acoustic recordings of the subject’s production of ea
utterance made while in the MRI scanner~just before the
onset of the scanner noise! were analyzed using linear pre
dictive coding ~LPC! (p526, Fs522 KHz). The acoustic
signal was pre-emphasized with a single delay FIR fil
(a150.95) to reduce the effects due to radiation and
glottal pulse~Wakita, 1973!. The first three formant value
were extracted for each production.

In order to approximate the vocal-tract articulator
acoustic mapping, past studies have typically used a trans
mation from midsagittal cross dimensions to an area fu
tion. Then, from acoustic theory the frequency response
particular vocal-tract shape is computed. In this transform
tion there are several unknowns that cannot be obtained f
simple misagittal MR images, most importantly the midsa
ittal cross section to area function relationship. Previo
models have either fitted these parameters to the subj
acoustic productions~e.g., using a relatively difficult to tune
elliptical approximation to the area cross sections; Mae
1990! or an elegant but more complex estimation proced
based on multiple 3D volumetric MRI representations of t
vocal-tract~Tiede et al., 1996!. The collection of 3D volu-
metric data for multiple phonemes is time-consuming a
can suffer from problems in determining the location of t
teeth, which do not show up on MR images and thus
versely affect the measured area function. In contrast to
approach, here we use a purely statistical approach cha
terized by a linear mapping fitting the relationship betwe
the articulatory and formant descriptors for each subject
this way, the proposed model offers only an approximation
the articulatory–acoustic relationship, but has the advanta
of requiring a relatively small amount of MRI and acous
data for each subject and avoiding the complications deri
from the estimation of the area function. The linear mapp
best fitting the relationship between articulatory and acou
components for each subject’s data was then estimated u
linear regression on the articulatory and acoustic descrip
from vowels and semivowels~nine and six configurations fo
Subjects 1 and 2, respectively!.

The validity of this approach was first estimated by c
ating a random sample of vocal-tract configurations, a
computing the corresponding acoustic outputs using a s
dard articulatory synthesizer~Maeda, 1990!. A random set of
10 000 valid articulatory configurations was created usin
normal distribution of the model’s articulatory paramete
~mean zero, standard deviation one! hard limiting between
23 to 3 standard deviations~the full valid range of articula-
tory parameters in Maeda’s 1990 vocal-tract model!. For
these data we found a very significant linear relations
(R250.97) between the articulatory and formant descripto
Deviations from linearity were most apparent in extrem
configurations~close to a closure!. For each articulatory con
3201Nieto-Castanon et al.: A modeling investigation of articulatory
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figurationx we constructed an approximate measure of p
centage extent of closure as 100/k, where the valuek is the
minimum value such that the articulatory configurationx0

1k(x2x0) would result in a closed vocal-tract configuratio
(x0 represents a rest configuration!. This measure is 0% for a
rest configuration, and 100% for a closed configuration.
this measure we observed that the previously estima
articulatory–acoustic fit provided good approximations (R2

.0.9) for relatively open configurations (100/k,80%), but
this fit was considerably poorer (R250.65) for configura-
tions near closure (100/k.90%). For comparison, averag
articulatory configurations for /./ production for Subjects 1
and 2 were reasonably open (100/k'60%). These results
indicate that a linear mapping between articulatory a
acoustic dimensions is reasonable for our present ana
demands, and in general it is appropriate if the vocal-trac
restricted to nonextreme configurations~e.g., vowels and
semivowels!. In other words, this methodology would not b
appropriate for modeling many consonant productions. A
last validation analysis we estimated the effect that a limi
amount of available data points~nine and six configurations
for Subjects 1 and 2, respectively! would have in our estima
tion procedure. The average errors in the estimation par
eters~linear regressors! using randomly selected sets of nin
and six configurations were found to be relatively low~2%
and 11%, respectively, for Subjects 1 and 2!.

C. Simulations of Õ.Õ production

The DIVA model ~Guentheret al., 1998! was used as a
controller for the movement of the speaker-specific voc
tract articulators to produce an acoustic /./ target in different
phonetic contexts. The DIVA model can be characterized
derivative controller in the acoustic space. The implemen
tion reduces, at each time point, to iteratively moving t
articulators in the articulatory direction that brings the c
rent acoustic output closest to the desired acoustic targe
mathematical terms, the model uses a pseudoinverse o
Jacobian matrix relating articulator movements to th
acoustic consequences to move in a straight line~in acoustic
space! to the target~see Guentheret al., 1998 for details!.
While in the complete DIVA model this is accomplished b
learning this pseudoinverse transformation through exp
ence~e.g., Guentheret al., 1998!, in the current implemen-
tation we used an explicit calculation of the pseudoinverse
the articulator-to-acoustic mapping. The articulatory sp
was defined in terms of the PCA components as descr
above, and the acoustic space was defined in terms o
first three formants of the spectrum~in Hz!. The acoustic
target in the model was defined from each subject’s own./
production formants. To compare the results of the DI
model simulations to the experimentally obtained EMM
data for each subject, the estimated transducer locations
manually identified on a rest configuration of the mode
speaker-specific vocal tract. The approximate location wh
the tongue transducers were placed was visually identi
following the directives of the original EMMA experimenta
paradigm, as 1, 2.5, and 5 cm back from the tongue tip.
initial vocal-tract configurations of three phonetic conte
~/~./, /$./, and /,./! were manually edited from the origina
3202 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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MRI data to approximate the observed initial transducer c
figuration~75 ms beforeF3 minimum! in the corresponding
contexts for each subject. Simulations of the DIVA mod
were run starting from these configurations to a ‘‘final’’ co
figuration at theF3 minimum for /./. The estimated direction
of movement~difference between the final and starting tran
ducer positions! was compared to the measured transdu
movement in the same contexts~correlation coefficients are
reported!. Finally, using all available MRI configurations a
initial vocal-tract configurations~not just the three used fo
the preceding analyses!, additional simulations were run us
ing the same acoustic target for /./, and the resulting articu-
latory variability across the model’s /./ productions was de-
termined. On these data we performed articulatory variabi
analyses similar to those performed on the original EMM
data.

III. RESULTS

A. Predictive relations between hypothetical target
variables and articulatory variability

This section deals with the analysis of articulato
movement data in an attempt to show the ability of differe
phonemic target hypotheses to account for the observed
ticulatory variability in the production of /./. In particular, it
was expected that the choice of an ‘‘appropriate’’ phonem
target would provide good separability of those directions
articulatory movement showing large versus small articu
tory variability. The main result shows that, among the h
pothesized target variables, the acoustic variableF3 provides
the best predictions of the articulatory variability in /./ pro-
duction. In particular, for any direction of articulatory mov
ment, its effect on the acoustic variableF3 is strongly re-
lated ~for each subject and across subjects! to the extent of
articulatory variability along this direction. On the othe
hand, none of the tract variables tested~corresponding to an
articulatory phonemic target representation hypothesis! pro-
vides as good predictability across subjects of the articu
tory variability in the production of /./. This section presents
these comparative results, and provides a series of ana
describing the observed relationship between effect onF3
and articulatory variability.

Figure 3 shows, for each subject, and collapsed ac
all seven subjects, the percentage of articulatory variab
associated with dimensions that have small effects on eac
the hypothesized target variables~this percentage of articu
latory variability is labeleds i

small in Sec. II, wherei repre-
sents each of the hypothesized target variables!. Under the
null hypothesis~no association between articulatory variab
ity and effect on a target variable! these percentages woul
be 50%. Higher numbers indicate inverse association
tween effect on a target variable and articulatory variabil
and are taken as indicative of a control strategy utilizing
target variable in the definition of the phonemic target. F
example, the articulatory variability for Subject 2~shown for
reference in the left-most column of the figure! shows a
tongue-tip distribution similar to that schematized in the e
ample of Fig. 1~indicating a possible tongue-tip constrictio
degree target!, and the corresponding cell in the table ind
Nieto-Castanon et al.: A modeling investigation of articulatory
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cates that in fact for this subject a significant amount
articulatory variability~98%! could be associated with thi
constriction target. While each subject shows indication
one or more possible phonemic targets, the collapsed re

FIG. 3. Relation of hypothetical target variables to articulatory variabi
during /./ production. Top: Categorical analyses. Table shows the percen
of articulatory variability associated with small effects on each hypothes
target variable~columns! for each subject~rows!, and across all subject
~last row!. Statistically significant percentages are highlighted. For re
ence, plots at the left of the table schematize the shape of the articul
variability for each subject. Bottom: Continuous analyses. Plots show
relation between each articulatory dimension’s variability~abscissa! and its
effect on some of the most likely target variables~ordinate!. Each dot in the
plots represents an articulatory dimension~i.e., a direction of movement o
the articulators! for a given subject. Both articulatory variability and effe
on target variable are represented in log percentage units.
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across all subjects~All Subjects row! indicate thatF3 is the
most consistent phonemic target among the hypothes
variables. Small effects onF3 are associated on average wi
a significant amount of articulatory variability~91%, p
50.03). In contrast, small effects on none of the hypo
esized tract target variables are found to be significantly
sociated across subjects (p.0.21) with the extent of articu-
latory variability. Small effects on tongue-body constrictio
degree and location and lip constriction degree are am
the best competing tract variable hypotheses, each assoc
with about 75% of the articulatory variability~not signifi-
cantly greater than 50%,p50.21). The plots at the bottom o
the figure show the associations between effect on each
get variable and articulatory variability in a continuous form
Again, the acoustic targetF3 is best supported by our data
showing the strongest inverse association (R250.44), as ex-
pected from a motor control strategy that utilizesF3 as a
phonemic target.

These results indicate that, among the target variab
tested,F3 is the most likely target variable that appears co
sistently across subjects in the production of /./. In particular,
they show that if, for a given subject, deviating from a
average /./ configuration along a given articulatory directio
was found to have a relatively large impact onF3 ~low F3
stability!, then that subject tended to show little articulato
variability along this articulatory dimension. Conversely,
deviating along a given articulatory direction was found
have relatively little impact onF3 ~high F3 stability!, then
the subject tended to show a larger amount of articulat
variability along this articulatory dimension. We will refer t
this as apredictive relationship between acoustic stabili
and articulatory variability. Figure 4 highlights the continu
ous ~left! and dichotomous~right! description of this rela-
tionship. Each dot in the left plot represents an articulat
dimension for a given subject. Their position represents
relative effect of each articulatory dimension onF3 ~in per-
centage load, compared to other dimensions for the s
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-
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ject,
c
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e
ve a
FIG. 4. Predictive relationship between acoustic stability and articulatory variability. Left: The extent of articulatory variability~in percentage of total
variability for each subject! vs the effect on third formant frequency~in percentage load for each subject—see the text for details! for all articulatory
dimensions for all subjects~each dot represents an articulatory dimension—a direction of movement of the articulators—for a given subject!. The thick line
represents the inverse relation fit to data~approximating the curvey510/x). Black/gray points represent the articulatory dimensions that, for each sub
would be categorized as small/large effect onF3 components. The inverse relation shown in this plot is identified as apredictive relation between acousti
stability and articulatory variabilityRight: Consistency of found articulatory/acoustic relations across subjects. The percentage of articulatory v
associated with large/small effect onF3 components is shown for each subject. Under the null hypothesis~articulatory variability not associated with th
effect onF3) these percentages would be equal~50% each!. A strong bias of the articulatory variability towards those articulatory dimensions that ha
small effect onF3 is apparent in all the experimental subjects.
3203Nieto-Castanon et al.: A modeling investigation of articulatory
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subject! versus the extent of articulatory variability foun
along this articulatory dimension~percentage of total vari
ability for each subject!. The solid line represents the linea
fit on the log variables, which approximates the curvey
5 10/x1.2 (F1,82565.2; p,0.001, 95% confidence interva
@5, 17# and @0.9, 1.5# for the constant in the numerator an
the exponent ofx, respectively!. Dots are colored based o
their effect onF3, dichotomized to only two equal-sized lev
els: dark or light dots represent those dimensions that ha
small or large effect onF3, respectively. The bar plot in Fig
4 right represents, for each subject, the cumulative variab
associated with each of these two levels. We maintain
this relationship is the hallmark of a control mechanism t
utilizes anF3 target. In computer simulations reported b
low we validate this claim by simulating a speech cont
mechanism utilizing anF3 target that replicates this relation
ship.

To assess the statistical significance of the continu
version of the observed predictive relationship betwe
acoustic stability and articulatory variability across subjec
we performed a Monte Carlo test involving replication of
the analysis steps using a series of simulated datasets
forming to a predefined null hypothesis. The null hypothe
represents the case where there is no relation between a
latory variability and acoustic stability. In a worst-case sc
nario an artifactual relationship could stem solely from m
surement noise in the estimation ofF3. The Monte Carlo
dataset consisted of simulated transducer positions at th./
center following the same distribution as those observed
our data, and a simulated target variable randomly dist
uted and independent of the transducer positions. The
percentile of theR2 distribution under this null hypothesi
~from 10 000 Monte Carlo simulations! was relatively large
(R250.42), just below the observedR2 value from our data
(R250.44; p50.03). Under this test, only the predictive r
lationship using the acoustic variableF3 survives a 0.05
significant level for the pooled data. For the tract variab
the significance level of their predictive relationships is
ways greater thanp50.89. Yet, these are very conservati
tests as they do not take into account the observed degre
association between transducer positions and tract varia
which generally indicate a small presence of measurem
noise~an average of 89% of the acoustic variable and.95%
of each tract variable was linearly associated with the tra
ducer positions!. When this is incorporated into the Mont
Carlo simulations~by creating a simulated target variab
equal to the average transducer position plus a varia
amount of independent random noise!, the 95th percentile of
R2 under the null hypothesis drops to a value ofR250.03.
Under this more liberal test the predictive relationships us
not only F3 but also tongue-body constriction location a
degree would become statistically significant (p,0.05).
While the across-subject results need to be interpreted
care, due to the limited amount of subjects in this study,
consistency of the individual subject results together with
Monte Carlo simulations indicate that the observed relat
between acoustic stability and articulatory variability is s
tistically significant beyond possible artifactual causes.

An important source of contextual variability in the cu
3204 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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rent experimental setup is the phonetic context preceding
/./ production. Articulatory/constriction target models ofte
employ context-dependent articulatory targets~e.g., blended
targets in the task-dynamic model of Saltzman and Munh
1989!, as they are believed to explain the source of articu
tory variability. According to these models, in our analys
of articulatory variability, context would be acting as a co
founding effect. What we mean by this is that the observ
relationship between acoustic stability and articulatory va
ability could simply be addressing how these conte
dependent targets are organized, instead of addressing
target space definition in the speech control strategy. To
dress this concern, we replicated our original analyses
now explicitly treating context as a confounding effect a
removing its effect on the observed articulatory variability
analyzing the intracontext variability in transducer position
Interestingly, the percentage ofintracontextarticulatory vari-
ability associated with small effects onF3 was 88% across
subjects, very similar to the original 91% oftotal articulatory
variability associated with small effects onF3. This result
was still the only one statistically significant (p50.03)
among the tested target variables~next competing tract vari-
able was tongue-body constriction location, 76%;p50.15).
What these results indicate is that the observed relation
between acoustic stability and articulatory variability is n
an effect of the phonemic context. Furthermore, they indic
that the evidence for tract-variable targets does not sign
cantly improve when considering the effect of the phone
context on the articulatory variability~i.e., when allowing a
different target for each phonetic context!. This supports the
interpretation of the observed relationship in terms of a m
tor control mechanism utilizing acoustic targets, rather th
one utilizing context-dependent tract-variable targets.

Overall, the positive results in this section highlight
strong and consistent relationship between the acoustic v
able F3 and articulatory variability. This result is schem
tized in Fig. 5 to facilitate interpretation. This relationship
consistent with that expected from a control mechanism
ing an F3 target; i.e., the final articulatory variability i
lower for those articulatory directions most relevant to det
mining theF3 value~axis A in the plot!. Furthermore, this
relationship appears both when looking at the total articu
tory variability ~dotted black ellipsoid! and when looking at
the intracontext articulatory variability~dotted gray ellip-
soids; the articulatory variability within each of the phone
contexts tested!. These results suggest that an acoustic ta
motor control mechanism utilizing the same acoustic tar
across contexts can account for the observed range of ar
latory configurations during /./ production. The next subsec
tion further investigates this assertion with a specific mo
that utilizes an acoustic target for /./.

B. Speaker-specific vocal-tract models

For the first two subjects participating in the previo
analyses, we constructed from MRI and acoustic dat
simple model characterizing the specificities of their vo
tracts and the range of acoustic signals~limited to the first
three formant values! that different configurations would
produce. PCA of the articulatory configurations led to a
Nieto-Castanon et al.: A modeling investigation of articulatory
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of five meaningful articulatory components covering 75.4
and 83.7% of the total observed variability in shape for
two subjects, respectively. The jaw component primarily
scribes the aperture/closure of the mouth, along with the
sociated lip aperture/closure, and lowering/raising of
tongue body; the three tongue components describe app
mately the raising/lowering of the apical and dorsal areas
the tongue and its front/back movement; the lip compon
describes the frontal extension~protrusion! of the lips ~cf.
Maeda, 1990; see also Sec. IV!. Components derived from
other vocal-tract segments~a velum component, describin
the opening/closing of the nasal cavity; and a laryngeal co
ponent, describing the raising/lowering of the base of
laryngeal region!, were estimated but not explicitly used
the simulations presented in this paper~other than any of
their movement that was associated with the jaw com
nent!. The articulatory to acoustic mapping was then e
mated by a linear fit between the articulatory configuratio
~defined by the positions of each of these five compone!
and the corresponding acoustic output~defined by the first
three formant values measured during the MRI scans!. Fig-
ure 6 characterizes the resulting mappings by illustrating
movements of the resulting speaker-specific vocal-tract m
els to achieve changes inF1, F2, and F3. Each column
represents for each subject the movement of the articula
starting from a rest or average configuration, that would
associated with changes in an individual formant. The res
are consistent with standard characterizations~Schroeder,
1967; Fant, 1980! of high/low tongue configurations assoc
ated with low/high values ofF1, respectively~left column in
Fig. 6!, and front/back tongue configurations associated w
high/low values ofF2, respectively~middle column in Fig.
6!. At the same time, the resulting vocal-tract models acco
modate the specificities of each subject. For example, S
ject 2 tended to use lip protrusion more actively to lowerF2

FIG. 5. Diagram summarizing the main results in this section. The
represents in a schematic way the range of articulatory configurations~dots
in the plot! reached in the production of /./ under different phonetic context
~black boxes!. The main results are~a! An acoustic variable (F3) is the best
predictor among the phonemic target variables tested for the shape o
articulatory variability in the production of American English /./. The articu-
latory variability is maximal along the directions of movement of the artic
lators associated with smallF3 changes, and minimal along the directio
of movement of the articulators associated with largeF3 changes.~b! The
intracontext articulatory variability~the articulatory variability for each of
the phonetic contexts! shows the same association with the effect ofF3,
indicating not the action of a context-dependent target definition, but po
bly a common control mechanism utilizing an acoustic phonetic target.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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~see for example Perkellet al., 1993, 1995, where trading
relations between lip protrusion and tongue-body raising,
gued to stem from their motor equivalence in the control
F2, were investigated in the context of /É/ production!. With
respect to the action onF3, Subject 1’s movement to de
creaseF3 can be interpreted from an acoustic theory ana
sis as an increase in the front cavity length together wit
decrease of the palatal constriction area, both acting to lo
the third formant value. Subject 2 appears to decreaseF3
primarily by increasing the size of the front cavity.

C. Simulations of Õ.Õ production

A simplified version of the DIVA model~Guenther
et al., 1998! was used to control movements of the speak
specific vocal-tract models for Subjects 1 and 2 while p
forming /./ productions in different phonetic contexts. A
acoustic /./ target was defined by its first three formants v
ues ~@593, 1238, 1709# Hz for Subject 1, and@376, 1476,
1990# Hz for Subject 2!, and the simulations were run star
ing from articulatory configurations representative of t
leading context phonemes~see Sec. II C for details!. In order
to compare the model simulations to the EMMA data, a
proximate transducer locations were manually identified~see
Sec. II! on each subject-specific vocal-tract model. Acous
and articulator trajectories for the production of /./ in the
contexts /~./, /$./, and /,./ were then obtained using th
DIVA model. These contexts were chosen to represent
full range of articulations seen in the experimental data.

Figure 7 compares the experimentally measured EMM
data ~first row! to the simulation results~second row! for
each subject, in terms of the direction of movement of
tongue transducers. The initial transducer positions in
simulations is fixed to that obtained from the EMMA data
ms before theF3 minimum~dashed lines!. The results indi-

t

the

i-

FIG. 6. Characterization of speaker-specific vocal-tract models. Sam
movements of the models for Subjects 1 and 2 to changeF1 ~left!, F2
~center!, andF3 ~right! are shown. For each subject, the deviations from
neutral articulatory configuration necessary to produce an individual cha
~increase/decrease! in each of the first three formants of the resulting aud
tory signal is shown in each column~e.g., the first column represents th
movements associated with changes inF1 while keepingF2 andF3 con-
stant!. The gray area represents the configuration that produces the hig
formant value~for the corresponding formant! among the configurations
represented.
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FIG. 7. Simulations of the DIVA model producing /./ in different leading phonetic contexts. Top row shows the average lingual gestures used by each
when producing /./ in the contexts~from left to right! /~./, /$./, and /,./ as measured using electromagnetic midsagittal articulometry~EMMA !. Bottom row
shows the simulation results using the DIVA model~with a subject-specific acoustically defined target for /./! in conjunction with each subject-specifi
vocal-tract model. Dashed lines represent the initial~75 ms beforeF3 minimum! transducer positions, which are fixed to the experimentally observed va
in the DIVA simulations. Solid lines represent the final transducer positions~at theF3 minimum for /./!. The outline of the hard palate and velum is includ
for reference. The correlation between the modeled and experimental movement of the tongue~tongue gestures! wasr 510.86 andr 510.93 for Subjects 1
and 2, respectively.
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cate that the direction of movement estimated using
DIVA model for the three leading phonetic contexts close
approximates the experimentally measured data for both
jects. The correlation between modeled and experime
change in transducer positions~tongue gestures! was
r 510.86 andr 510.93 for Subjects 1 and 2, respective
Qualitatively, the model mimics the range of /./ configura-
tions used by each subject in the phonetic contexts te
~thick black lines in Fig. 7!.

Next, we investigated the ability of an acoustic targ
speech motor control scheme to predict the emergence o
articulatory/acoustic relationship observed in the experim
tal data. To that end, we analyzed the /./ production simula-
tion final articulatory configurations when using a wid
range of leading phonetic contexts. All available configu
tions from the MRI data of each subject were used as star
articulatory positions and the DIVA model was run using t
same acoustic /./ targets as in the preceding simulation
Analysis of the resulting articulatory variability led to th
3206 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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results shown in Fig. 8. For each subject, the five articulat
dimensions show the expected predictive relations betw
acoustic stability and articulatory variability~Fig. 8 left; cf.
the experimental results in Fig. 4, left!. The relation between
articulatory variability and effect onF3 predicted by the
model is close to linear in the log variables (R250.93), jus-
tifying the use of this family of curves when fitting the ex
perimental data. For the simulated data, the linear regres
on log variables shows a significant relationship of the fo
y5 17/x0.8 between the tested variables despite the limi
data (F1,8599.8; p,0.001, 95% confidence intervals@10,
28# and @0.6, 1.0# for the constant in the numerator and th
exponent ofx, respectively!. As an additional test, we ana
lyzed the initial articulatory variability~the variability of the
contextual articulatory configurations, prior to any mov
ment of the articulators! and confirmed that the articulatory
acoustic relation was not present in the contextual confi
rations prior to the action of the speech controllerp
.0.39). This indicates that the relationship resulted from
n fit to

ted

ry
FIG. 8. Simulated articulatory/acoustic relations in /./ production using the DIVA model~compare to experimental relations in Fig. 4!. Left: The extent of final
articulatory variability vs the effect onF3 for all articulatory dimensions of both subjects’ simulations. The solid curve represents the inverse relatio
these data. The dotted curve represents the expected predictive relation as theoretically derived from the DIVA model~see the Appendix!. Black/gray points
represent the articulatory dimensions that would be categorized as small/large effect onF3 components, respectively. Right: Consistency of simula
articulatory/acoustic relations across subjects. The percentage of articulatory variance in the simulated /./ productions associated with large/small effect onF3
components is shown for each subject. As in the experimental data~see Fig. 4, right!, a strong bias of the articulatory variability toward those articulato
dimensions that have a small effect onF3 is apparent in both subjects’ simulations.
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movements produced by the DIVA model. Furthermore,
simulation results mimic the expected relationship as deri
theoretically from the DIVA control equations~dotted line in
Fig. 8, left; see the Appendix for this derivation!. The nature
of the inverse relation predicted by the model (y}x20.8) was
slightly shallower than the one observed in the EMMA da
(y}x21.2), but the confidence intervals for the two curv
parameters overlap as an approximatey5 10/x relation. For
completeness, Fig. 8~right! illustrates the consistency o
articulatory/acoustic relations in the simulations across
two subjects~cf. the experimental results in Fig. 4, right!.
Overall, these results indicate that an acoustic target con
ler, such as the one used in the present simulations, pre
the relationship between acoustic stability and articulat
variability observed in the experimental data. Furthermo
the DIVA model produces articulatory movements th
closely mimic those of a particular speaker when controll
a speaker-specific vocal-tract model.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. On coordinate frames and articulatory dimensions

In target-based speech motor control models, the qu
tion of what coordinate frame is used by each model is u
ally identified with the proposed target representation. T
task-dynamic model of Saltzman and Munhall~1989! exem-
plifies a type of computational model that uses a vocal-tr
shape coordinate frame~vocal-tract targets defined by tra
variables!. The DIVA model ~Guentheret al., 1998! exem-
plifies a computational model that uses an acoustic coo
nate frame~targets defined by acoustic variables!. While
there are many different coordinate frames one could us
represent the articulatory state, a major question for spe
production modelers is, what coordinate frame~s! provides a
simpler or more parsimonious characterization of behavio
data? In the same way as physical laws can be more rea
unveiled when using an appropriate coordinate frame~e.g.,
planet orbits from an earth-centered vs a sun-centered c
dinate frame!, for speech production the use of an approp
ate coordinate frame should allow the researcher to m
clearly expose functional relations in the data. Finally,
ability of different coordinate frames to characterize t
available motor speech production behavioral data could
rect and facilitate the modeler’s enterprise in proposing s
cific motor control strategies, and in particular it direct
relates to the question of appropriate target definitions
target-based motor control schemes.

The behavioral data dealt with in this study is the artic
latory variability present in American English /./ production.
Since articulatory variability is a local property~it character-
izes the local departures in articulatory configurations fr
an average configuration! a linear approximation to the ar
ticulatory space geometry is appropriate. The issue of c
dinate frames, under a linear approximation, becomes
simpler issue of characterization of vector spaces. Under
framework the articulatory space is a multidimensional v
tor space, and its characterization reduces to the definitio
an appropriate base~a set of independent articulatory dime
sions, each describing a direction—or vector—in the arti
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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latory space!. Different bases would in this way characteriz
different coordinate frames for the description of the artic
latory state. Each of the columns in Fig. 6, for examp
describes a different articulatory dimension~i.e., a direction
of movement, or vector, in the articulatory space!. The three
articulatory dimensions in this figure characterize an acou
coordinate frame~one based on three formant descriptors!.

B. Predictive relations between acoustic stability and
articulatory variability

A purely empirical approach to describing appropria
coordinate frames for the characterization of articulato
variability in /./ production could be potentially given by
PCA of the articulatory covariance. This analysis provid
the set of independent articulatory dimensions that b
~most simply! characterize the observed articulatory variab
ity. Conceptually, these correspond to the articulatory dim
sions that offer an optimal separability of the total articu
tory variability. In a two-dimensional case, for example, t
resulting two articulatory dimensions would correspond
those dimensions associated with the largest and sma
variability, respectively~i.e., there is no one-dimensiona
subspace comprising more variability than that associa
with the first articulatory dimension; equally, there is no on
dimensional subspace comprising less variability than t
associated with the second articulatory dimension!. A purely
empirical approach like this, nevertheless, has potenti
limited generalizability; i.e., since articulatory variability is
local property, the characterization resulting from the ana
sis of /./ production might not be appropriate for other pr
duction examples. Furthermore, the researcher is left to
terpret the resulting articulatory dimensions in terms of h
her theoretical constructs.

In this paper we opted for a mixed empirical/theoretic
characterization of the observed articulatory variability.
this way, we tested the ability of theoretically motivated a
ticulatory dimensions to offer good separability of the o
served variability in articulatory configurations. We feel th
this approach has a better chance to generalize to other c
of speech production data, and that it offers a more us
source of information for the development of motor cont
models of speech production. We also take the view tha
account which involves a common control strategy acr
speakers is preferable to an account that requires diffe
strategies across speakers as it is the more parsimoniou
count. From this perspective, the relevance of the results
sented in theF3 column of Fig. 3 is that they show how a
articulatory dimension defined by an acoustic property (F3,
a salient acoustic cue for /./ perception!, offers a good sepa
rability of the observed articulatory variability in /./ produc-
tion for all subjects tested. In particular, an average of 9
of the articulatory variability concentrates along articulato
dimensions that have a relatively small effect on the th
formant (F3) value, while only 9% concentrates along a
ticulatory dimensions which have a relatively large impa
on F3. This result indicates that an acoustically defined
ticulatory dimension would be a good candidate to enter
appropriate coordinate frame characterization of the p
sented speech production behavioral data. Furthermore,
3207Nieto-Castanon et al.: A modeling investigation of articulatory
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lowing the original motivation for searching appropriate c
ordinate frame characterizations, we showed~Fig. 4! that
using an acoustically defined coordinate frame can also
useful for unveiling functional relations in the behavior
data. In particular, we showed that the degree of articula
variability associated with any particular articulatory dime
sion is related to the associated extent of change inF3 by a
linear relationship in the log variables (R250.44; p50.03).
This relationship is conceptualized as a predictive relat
between acoustic stability and articulatory variability. T
form of this relationship is again consistent with that e
pected from a control mechanism using anF3 target; i.e., the
final articulatory variability is lower for those articulator
dimensions most relevant to determining theF3 value.

The previous results show that an acoustic frame of
erence can offer a useful characterization of the obser
articulatory variability in American English /./. In terms of
the implications of these results for speech production m
eling, the results indicate that, while no tract variable dim
sion was used consistently across speakers for the spec
tion of /./, all of the subjects showed evidence of an acou
specification of /./. The most parsimonious interpretation
these results points to the use of a common control stra
that utilizes acoustic, rather than articulatory, phonemic
gets. Note that the results explicitly address the possibility
common acoustic variablesforming partof the global target
specification for /./, not whether they fully define it. In this
way the results indicate thatF3 is likely to form part of the
target specification for /./, but we would neither claim no
expect it to be the only component in the target specifica
for this phoneme.

An important issue regarding the observed articulato
acoustic relations examines the extent to which they fa
acoustic target motor control models in contrast to voc
tract target models. Several results of the present study b
a very strong case for the acoustic target hypothesis. F
the results in Fig. 3 indicate that, while the tested acou
variable (F3) shows a significant relation with the extent
articulatory variability~91%;p50.03), making it a potentia
candidate for a useful articulatory coordinate frame defi
tion, the hypothesized vocal-tract variables fail to show su
a relation~less than 75%;p.0.21). This negative result ad
dresses mainly the lack of consistency across subjects w
hypothesizing tract-variable targets, and also the small
dence for some subjects of any form of tract-variable targ
~e.g., Subject 4, although this could be related to the inab
of our EMMA data to inform us about possible pharynge
wall constrictions!. Another piece of comparative evidenc
between acoustic and vocal-tract target hypotheses addr
the possibility of context-dependent effects~context here re-
fers to the phoneme preceding /./!. Our results indicate tha
the observed articulatory/acoustic relations do not s
solely from the context-dependent articulatory variabili
and can be equally observed when focusing on the intrac
text articulatory variability~i.e., the articulatory variability
resulting from /./ production in each specific phonetic co
text!. This result again points towards hypotheses that p
the observed trading relations as resulting from the mo
control strategy~such as the acoustic target hypothes!,
3208 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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rather than explanations that rely on context-dependent
gets ~such as the possibility of different articulatory targe
for /./!. Last, the possibility of context-dependent articu
tory targets was also directly addressed by trying to sh
predictive relations between tract variables and intracon
articulatory variability. Our failure to observe such relatio
indicates that using context-dependent articulatory targ
does not seem to significantly improve the predictive abi
of hypothesized tract variables on the observed articula
variability. Overall, the results indicate that, for America
English /./, subjects consistently act as though they
tempted to produce stableF3 configurations. The articula
tory variability is reliably minimal along those articulator
dimensions that are important for determiningF3. No vocal-
tract target variable tested offers this level of generalizat
across subjects. One might argue that, given the linear na
of our analyses, articulatory targets defined as linear com
nations of tract variables are completely equivalent to aco
tic targets. From this perspective the results simply indic
that, if articulatory targets are being used, they are proba
not defined by simple vocal-tract constriction targets b
could possibly be defined by nontrivial linear combinatio
of these variables. Even more specifically, in order to c
form to the functional relationship between articulatory va
ability and acoustic variability observed in this experime
they could be defined parsimoniously by those linear com
nations that best relate to the effect on relevant acoustic c
as exemplified byF3 in the current /./ production data. Such
targets would be in this case more simply characterized
acoustic.

C. Speaker-specific vocal-tract models

The simulation results shown in this paper also indic
that it is possible to construct simple speaker-specific vo
tract models approximating the specificities of each subje
speech production apparatus from a limited amount of M
and acoustic data. We were interested in obtaining a sim
characterization of the relationship between articulatory c
figurations and formant positions for two subjects. T
model we used is a purely statistical one defined as a sim
linear relation between these variables. Compared to ph
cally based models that estimate the area functions and f
this calculate the acoustic characteristics, the linear mo
presented here provides a purely statistical approximatio
the true articulatory–acoustic relationship, and as such it
fers only an estimation and description~but not a physical
explanation! of the articulatory acoustic relationship. How
ever, it has the advantage of requiring only a relatively sm
amount of MRI and acoustic data for each subject and
requiring an accurate estimation of the area functions~which
poses technical difficulties, e.g., the teeth not being portra
in MR images!. A locally linear approximation between a
ticulatory parameters and formant positions is predicted
perturbation theory~Schroeder, 1967; Fant, 1980!. Our pre-
liminary validation analyses~see Sec. II B! suggest that this
approximation is appropriate (R2.0.9) for a relatively large
range of articulatory configurations in our modeled speak
This implies that approximate speaker-specific vocal-tr
models can be estimated using simple linear models w
Nieto-Castanon et al.: A modeling investigation of articulatory
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minimal demands on the amount of necessary data. A
tailed analysis of the general accuracy of these model
beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, for Subje
for whom we have redundant degrees of freedom to estim
the level of accuracy of the resulting mapping, a signific
linear relation between articulatory and formant descript
was in fact found~general linear model,R250.90; G5,3

540.0; p,0.01; dof54). The speaker-specific vocal-tra
models estimated in this paper are in agreement with s
dard characterizations of articulatory to acoustic relatio
~such as the differences between high and low, front
back, tongue configurations! while accommodating the
specificities of each subject’s vocal tract and their effect
articulatory degrees of freedom. We believe the use
subject-specific vocal-tract models, in conjunction with
speaker-independent motor control strategy, is a promis
approach to fit the specificities of different subjects’ spee
movements.

D. Acoustic target model predictions and simulations

Speech motor control models based on acoustic tar
posit that the target for production of a phoneme is define
terms of its acoustic properties, rather than as a spe
vocal-tract configuration. In this way the variability in articu
lator configurations in the production of a given phone
would reflect the one-to-many relation between the acou
cally defined target and the articulatory space~i.e., the range
of articulator configurations that are able to produce sou
with equivalent acoustic properties!. The DIVA model is an
example of such a model. The simulations presented in
paper use this model in conjunction with appropria
speaker-specific vocal-tract models to replicate two of
subjects’ articulatory data. Note that while the results of o
EMMA study showed evidence of the acoustic specificat
of /./ (F3 forming part of the production target for /./!, the
simulations in this section go beyond that by indicating t
an acoustic /./ target definition~a target definedonly by
acoustic dimensions! can account for the observed data. T
simulation results of /./ production in different leading pho
netic contexts~Fig. 7, bottom! mimicked the range of articu
latory gestures used by the two subjects being modeled~Fig.
7, top!. The correlation between the experimental and m
eled tongue gestures wasr 510.86 andr 510.93 for Sub-
jects 1 and 2, respectively. Furthermore, the simulated art
latory configurations reached by the DIVA model show
articulatory/acoustic relations~Fig. 8! similar to those found
in the experimental data~Fig. 4!. In effect, the articulatory
variability in the simulations along each articulatory dime
sion was inversely related to its associated effect onF3.

The ability of the DIVA model simulations to fit the
specificities of each subject’s lingual gestures for the cha
teristic phonetic contexts tested emphasizes the idea th
relatively wide range of the articulatory variability in /./ pro-
duction can be explained by a simple speech motor con
scheme using acoustic targets~without the need to appeal t
possible multiple articulatory targets!. In Fig. 7 top, for ex-
ample, the tongue tip for each of the subjects moves in
ferent directions for each context, and these directions do
seem to aim at any common lingual configuration. Intere
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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ingly, this can be modeled simply as a movement in
articulatory direction that in each case brings the acou
output closest to a fixed acoustic target. Similarly, as sho
by the simulations, the same acoustic target model parsi
niously explains the emergence of predictive relations
tween acoustic stability and articulatory variability. The e
pected articulatory/acoustic relation theoretically deriv
from this model is exemplified in Fig. 8, left~dotted line!.

E. Limitations

There are several limitations of this study. First, t
study is restricted to the analysis of American English./
production. The results presented could only be general
if the motor control strategy used in speech producti
which predicts the emergence of the observed articulat
acoustic relations, is common across different phonemic
gets. Evidence of articulatory trading relations argued
limit acoustic variability in the production of /É/ ~Perkell
et al. 1993! suggests another case where acoustic varia
could potentially predict the extent of articulatory variabilit
It is thus likely that the descriptive ability of the acousti
target hypothesis generalizes to other vowel and semivo
cases. Whether articulatory- or mixed articulatory/acous
variables are more instrumental in the description of con
nant productions is an issue that could potentially be
dressed following a methodology similar to the one p
sented in this paper. Our expectation would be that the e
nature of the phonemic targets~auditory and/or somatosen
sory! is learned, and it would depend on the amount
language- and subject-specific allowed variability in the
two spaces for that phoneme. Second, the prese
articulatory/acoustic relation analyses are restricted
changes inF3. While this is an important acoustic cue for /./
production, it is most probably not the only one. A mo
complex study showing the form of these relations wh
multiple acoustic cues are considered could potentia
deepen our knowledge on the motor control strategies
speech production. In relation to this issue the simulatio
presented in this paper use the first three formants as a
scriptor of the acoustic /./ target. The presence of a predi
tive relationship betweenF3 stability and articulatory vari-
ability in the simulations shows that, for these relations
emerge, it is not necessary for the targeted variable to be
sole descriptor of the target coordinate frame. Third, rega
ing the speaker-specific vocal-tract models, the presen
methodology is limited by the linear nature of the analys
involved. The relation between articulatory configuratio
and the acoustic output is complex. Nevertheless, this r
tion seems to be well approximated by a linear relation
tween articulatory and formant descriptors if relatively op
configurations~such as vowels and semivowels! are consid-
ered. In this way, the validation presented in Sec. II indica
that the appropriateness of the linear model extends fo
relatively large proportion of the articulator space~as indi-
cated by the good linear fits between articulatory and aco
tic formant descriptors estimated using Maeda’s realistic t
model!. The proposed speaker-specific vocal-tract mod
represent a simple first-order approximation to the comple
ties of the vocal-tract apparatus and the corresponding ac
3209Nieto-Castanon et al.: A modeling investigation of articulatory
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tic output. This approximation is especially valid for vowe
and semivowels. For the production of consonants differ
strategies should be investigated. Fourth, regarding the D
simulations, this paper does not address how the phone
targets are learned or transferred between subjects, is
still open to further discussion and research. The DIVA sim
lations for each subject used an acoustically defined ta
for /./ based on his/her own productions. In this way we w
simply testing the ability of a single acoustic target for ea
subject to account for the range of articulatory configuratio
reached in the production of /./ in different phonetic con-
texts. It is possible that some sort of speaker normaliza
allows each speaker to define acoustic targets that are s
how informed of the actual range of acoustic productio
that this speaker can produce. This paper does not attem
address these issues. More detailed analysis of intersu
differences in vocal-tract morphology and its possible re
tionship with phonemic target specification could provi
very relevant information but is beyond the scope of t
paper. Finally, the small number of subjects modeled lim
our ability to generalize the model’s ability to fit the spec
ficities of each subject’s articulatory configurations in diffe
ent phonetic contexts~cf. Westburyet al., 1998, for a large
sample analysis of intersubject articulatory variability in /./!.
Our expectation would be that the intersubject variabil
assuming a speaker-independent motor control strateg
mainly affected by differences in vocal-tract morpholog
and hence could be accounted for by using appropr
speaker-specific vocal-tract models such as the one prese
in this paper.

Future studies using speaker-specific vocal-tract mo
could in this way help better understand the sources of in
subject variability.

V. SUMMARY

The analysis of articulatory movement data on sev
subjects during the production of American English /./ in
different phonetic contexts shows a functional relations
between acoustic stability and articulatory variability. Th
relation indicates that the extent of articulatory variabil
along any given articulatory dimension is well predicted
the effect that the articulatory dimension has on a relev
acoustic cue (F3): most of the articulatory variability
present in the production of American English /./ is concen-
trated along articulatory dimensions that produce minim
change inF3. Both the presence and direction of the o
served relationship are consistent with speech motor con
mechanisms utilizing an acoustic (F3) target representation
In contrast, no significant relationship was found consisten
across subjects between hypothesized vocal-tract target
resentations and articulatory variability. The combined
sults indicate that if phonemic targets are being used, the
not seem to be simply defined by constriction variables,
as nontrivial linear combinations of them. Such variables
more parsimoniously defined in terms of an acoustic fra
of reference.

The second part of this paper investigated the ability
auditory or acoustic target models to explain the specifici
of the range of articulatory gestures observed in the prod
3210 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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tion of American English /./. Speaker-specific models captu
ing the specificities of two subjects’ vocal tracts were co
structed from a combination of MRI and acoustic da
Simulations of the DIVA model~an example of an acousti
target motor control scheme! controlling each speaker
specific vocal-tract model produced articulatory moveme
that closely mimic those of each speaker. Furthermore,
articulatory configurations realized by this model exhi
similar articulatory/acoustic relations as those observed
the experimental data. The results demonstrate the abilit
motor control speech production models utilizing a pure
acoustic target representations to mimic central aspects o
experimental articulatory data on a particular example
speech production.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF ARTICULATORY Õ
ACOUSTIC RELATION FROM THE MOTOR CONTROL
EQUATIONS OF THE DIVA MODEL

In the DIVA model, the differential equation governin
the articulator vectorx(t) given an acoustic target vectory
takes the form

d

dt
x~ t !5J1

•„y2f@x~ t !#…2a•P~J!•x~ t !,

wheref~x! represents the articulatory to acoustic mappingJ
represents the Jacobian~the multivariate derivative! of this
mapping at each pointx(t), J1 and P(J) represent its
pseudoinverse and its null space projector operator, res
tively, anda is a small factor in the model~relaxation factor!
controlling the degree of articulatory relaxation toward
neutral configuration~without loss of generality this is as
sumed to bex50). Under a linear approximation of the a
ticulatory to acoustic mapping@ f(x)5A•x#, and using a
regularized form of the pseudoinverse, the explicit form
the previous equation is

d

dt
x~ t !5At

•~A•At1m•I !21
•@y2A•x~ t !#

2a•@ I2At
•~A•At1m•I !21

•A#•x~ t !

5At
•~A•At1m•I !21

•@y2~12a!•A•x~ t !#

2a•x~ t !,

whereA is the linear mapping between the articulatory a
acoustic spaces, andm is a small regularization factor of th
pseudoinverse. The solution of this differential equation
the articulatory trajectoryx(t)

x~ t !5x01~ I2e2K•t!•~x`2x0!,

K[~12a!•At
•~A•At1m•I !21

•A1a•I ,
Nieto-Castanon et al.: A modeling investigation of articulatory
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wherex0 is the initial articulatory configuration, andx` is
the articulatory configuration that would be reached allow
infinite time (x` depends on the acoustic targety, and its
solution is not relevant to the following discussion!. Re-
peated productions under different initial articulatory co
figurations will reach, after timeT, the articulatory configu-
ration x(T), following a distribution with average

^x~T!&5x`2e2K•T
•~x`2^x0&!,

and covariance

VT5e2K•T
•V0•e2K t

•T,

where^x0& and V0 are the average and covariance, resp
tively, of the initial articulatory configurations. For simplic
ity, let us assume the distribution of initial articulatory co
figurations to be normal, with covariances0•I . In this case,
the articulatory covariance of the final articulatory config
rations takes the form

VT5s0•e22•K•T.

Let us, finally, define the vectorq to be any eigenvector o
the matrixVT ~corresponding to one of the articulatory d
rections resulting from PCA of the final articulatory cova
ance!. The acoustic effectof this articulatory directionq is
defined as the associated change in the acoustic vector w
moving the articulators along the directionq, and it is com-
puted asl(q)[iA"qi , and thearticulatory variability asso-
ciated with the same articulatory directionq is computed as
s(q)[qt

•VT•q. Using the definition of the matricesVT

andK , and noting that their eigenvectors~they are the same
for both matrices! will correspond to the right eigenvector
of the matrixA, the articulatory variabilitys~q! can be ex-
pressed, as a function of the acoustic effectl~q!, as

s~q!5s0•e22•[(12a)• @~l2(q) !/~l2(q)1m!# 1a] •T.

More simply, the articulatory/acoustic relation predict
from the DIVA equations belongs to the class of function

s~l!}«l2/~l21m!,

where« andm are two small factors. The dashed line in F
8, left is an example of such a function approximating t
simulation results («50.01; «50.001).

1The current version of the DIVA model~Guenther, Ghosh, and Nieto
Castanon, 2003! uses a combination of auditory and somatosensory targ
As a result of learning in the model, sounds whose characteristic aco
signal can be produced with a wide range of articulator shapes end up
primarily auditory targets, while sounds that can only be produced wi
consistent somatosensory pattern~e.g., lip tactile information signaling full
closure for a bilabial stop! will have both auditory and somatosenso
targets. In other words, the model hypothesizes that the exact nature o
target ~auditory and/or somatosensory! for a sound will depend on the
amount of variability in the two spaces that is allowable for that sound
the infant’s native language. In the current article we will deal only with./,
which we believe to have a primarily auditory target in American Engli

2The covariance is a multivariate extension of the common univariate
cept of variance. Conceptually it characterizes not only the spread or r
of each variable but also the level of association between the varia
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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Numerically it is defined as a symmetric matrix, and the elements in
diagonal correspond to the variance of each of the individual variab
PCA is a common statistical technique for the characterization of multiv
ate data. Conceptually it is similar to factor analysis. It offers a decom
sition of the data in terms of factors or components that successively c
prise most of the data variance, and are, in this sense, most explanato
the data. If the data are normally distributed, forming a rough ellipsoid
an arbitrary multidimensional space, the resulting principal compone
correspond to the axes defining this ellipsoid. Numerically it is computed
an eigenvector decomposition of the data covariance matrix. See Ma
et al. ~1979! for a highly detailed exposition of these and other multivaria
concepts.
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